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The game industry is shifting towards 
online distribution of games
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Prior work focused on other distribution platforms
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Our study leverages data from both Steam and Itch.io

App Store Steam Nexus Mods

To help indie games developers
Steam

+



The itch.io platform places strong focus on 
the online distribution of indie games
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> 200,000 games



There are many large game studios and 
even more smaller indie game developers
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VS



Indie games are facing a discoverability problem
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Low marketing 
budget

Large number of indie 
games



We leveraged the similarity between indie games and top-selling 
Steam games to make recommendation
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/464920/Surviving_Mars https://pillbuginteractive.itch.io/intelligent-design

Both games share the theme of creating life on another planet (Mars) 

Gamers who play Surviving Mars… …are recommended to play
Intelligent Design
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We match indie games and top-selling games based on 
their similarity in tags, genres, and description

Tag

Genre

Descriptio
n

List of 
matched 

Steam games
Cosine 

similarity
calculation
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Four separate recommendation lists are merged

Genre-heavily-
weighted

Tag-heavily-
weighted

Description-
heavily-weighted

Genres, Tags, 
Desc. combined

Merged list of 5 – 15 
matched Steam 

games
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Our website 
shows matched 
Steam games for 
each Itch.io game, 
together with an 
evaluation form



We used Average Precision @ 5 in the preliminary study
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Precision
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Our preliminary analysis shows that 
tag similarity contributes the most to relevant 

recommendations
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We studied 2 Research Questions (RQ)
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• RQ1. How do indie developers feel about improving the discoverability of 
their games through our approach?

• RQ2. What are the requirements of a future version of an indie game 
recommendation system?
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The response rate of our questionnaire

1,526 Itch.io indie dev
were contacted

195 responded

159 non-empty overall feedback
873 explanations on 
down voted matches

87 representative samples
(95% conf. level, 10% margin of err.) 
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In RQ1, we found that the majority of the indie 
developers support our approach to indie game 

recommendation

67.9% of the developers showed positive support

29.6% of the developers were neutral

2.5% of the developers did not support

Players might be 
disappointed

Niche market

Out of 159,…
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In RQ2, we lay out a set of important requirements for 
future indie game recommendation system 

by analyzing the responses

Open-coding
List of important 

requirements

Overall 
feedback 
responses

159

Reasons for 
down-
voted 

matches

873
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A standardized and extensive 
tag and genre ontology system are needed

Splitting “RPG” into “Action RPG”, 
“Adventure RPG”, “Turn-based RPG”Refine genres

Task Example

Resolve tag inconsistencies Standardize “Deck building”, “Deck-
builder”, “Deckbuilding” tag

Match tag with genre Match “Visual Novel” genre with “Visual 
Novel” tag
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A gamer’s expectations need to be managed well

Both are survival, action, horror game but Hasty Little Man is much shorter

Itch.ioSteam
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Integrate a gamer’s personal preference

Steam Itch.io

These games are not similar, but a gamer might like both
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Implement standardized 
age-based restriction on explicit contents

Steam Itch.io

Steam uses ESRB for rating while Itch.io does not integrate such a system
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Also recommend the indie games that are the least
similar to showcase their uniqueness

Suggesting non-similar games separately 
could improve variation in recommendation

Itch.ioSteam
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Limit the range of the recommended indie games’ popularity



Prior work focused on other distribution platforms
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Our study is the first to mine the itch.io
platform

App Store Steam Nexus Mods

to help indie game developers
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We match indie games and top-selling games based on 
their similarity in tags, genres, and description

Tag

Genre

Descriptio
n

List of 
matched 

Steam games
Cosine 

similarity
calculation
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Take-away for
future indie game recommendation studies
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Requirement
s
� A standardized and extensive tag and genre system

� Manage a gamer’s expectations

� Integrate a gamer’s personal preferences

� A standardized age-based restriction on explicit contents

� Also recommend the indie games that are the least similar

� Limit the range of the recommended indie games’ popularity
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